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The Smart® Clearomizer is composed of the components
as shown in the photo. To fill in the eLiquid, gently
unscrew the mouthpiece (1) and pour the eLiquid gently
into the Clearomizer tank making sure you do not pour
liquid into the middle needle as shown in the picture.
The Clearomizer tank holds a maximum of 1.6mL of
eLiquid so make sure not to overfill.
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Once there is a loss of vapor taste, change only the old
burnt coil instead of the whole atomizer. This is done by
unscrewing all the components as shown in the picture.
First, unscrew the mouthpiece (1) from the glass tank (2)
and then unscrew the base (3) from the tank (2). Unscrew
the old coil (4) from the base and replace with a new
coil (purchased seperately). Re-assemble by screwing
back the glass tank (2) to the base (3) followed by the
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How to use
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The Smart® Clearomizer is intended as an alternative
of the Smart® Atomizer of the Smart® eCigarette. The
Smart® Clearomizer features upgraded heating and
anti-leaking components over the traditional atomizer
and features a replaceable atomizing coil.

Mouthpiece

mouthpiece (1) to the tank (2). The 510 thread connector
on this device makes it compatible with all Smart®
batteries and other brands.
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Contra-indications
and precautions
This product should be used with Smart® eLiquid.
Some eLiquids contain nicotine. Since nicotine is a
highly addictive substance it is not recommended for
use by non-smokers; persons younger than 18 years of
age and those demonstrating a sensitivity to nicotine.
This device should not be used by those suffering from
respiratory/ cardiovascular disease and women who are
pregnant or lactating.
Vape at your own risk.

Distributor
Contact Details
(Malta)
Ellul & Ellul Holdings Ltd
Office No.3 at
The Peak Business Centre
St. Catherine’s Street,
Attard. ATD 2503

Manufactured in the PRC under a
European trademark license.

Enquiries:
sales@ellulandellul.com

Keep out of reach of children. Store in a cool dark place.
Smart eCigarettes is not responsible for undesired
effects if not used according to these instructions.

www.smartecig.net
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